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Combo plate Micro science

Description

Combo plate Micro science 

60-well micro plate used in general micro titration, special procedures and hundreds of chemistry,
biology and physics education experiments.  

The small wells can be likened to 'micro test tubes' and the large wells to 'micro beakers'. 

The high grade polypropylene plates are optically clear and suitable for a wide range of inorganic
uses 

This high grade plate is designed to the dimensions of standard 96-well and 48-well plates.  

The plate is divided into 2 sections:  

48 small wells (volume 0.3ml) and 12 large wells (volume approx 2.5ml).  

Each well is identified by a grid reference system. 

Combo plate Micro science Manufacturer India, Combo plate Micro science Exporters, Combo
plate Micro science, Buy Combo plate Micro science Online India, Combo plate Micro science
Suppliers, Didactic, Didactic Combo plate Micro science, Educational Equipment.   
{ "@context": "http://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Combo plate Micro science",
"image": "https://www.jlabexport.com/images/catalog/product/92695569ComboplateMicroscience(Mic
roScience).jpg", "description": "Combo plate Micro science 60-well micro plate used in general micro
titration, special procedures and hundreds of chemistry, biology and physics education experiments.
The small wells can be likened to 'micro test tubes' and the large wells to 'micro beakers'. The high
grade polypropylene plates are optically clear and suitable for a wide range of inorganic uses This
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high grade plate is designed to the dimensions of standard 96-well and 48-well plates. The plate is
divided into 2 sections: 48 small wells (volume 0.3ml) and 12 large wells (volume approx 2.5ml).
Each well is identified by a grid reference system. Combo plate Micro science Manufacturer India,
Combo plate Micro science Exporters, Combo plate Micro science, Buy Combo plate Micro science
Online India, Combo plate Micro science Suppliers, Didactic, Didactic Combo plate Micro science,
Educational Equipment.", "brand": "Jlab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5",
"mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5",
"worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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